Stewards' Report

Meeting held at Cannington on Wednesday, 21 August 2019

WEATHER: Fine       TRACK: Good     KENNEL TEMPERATURE: 18 degrees
TIME KENNELS CLOSED: 5.55pm
Stewards: Mr G O'Dea, Miss E Alessandrino, Mr M Pascoe
Veterinary Surgeon: Dr S Wu
Veterinary Assistant: Ms G Murphy
Lure Driver: Mr M Frampton

SCRATCHINGS: Under R23, the following greyhounds will stand down for a period of 10 days through:
Injury: Race 12 PUMPED UP MOMENT (20/8)
Illness: Race 2 MAXIMUM MAGIC (20/8)

LATE SCRATCHINGS:
R24 - Race 11 JELLY BABY x 28 days (5.40pm)

SAMPLES TAKEN: Race 4 MOLFETTA BOUND, Race 5 WEST ON VIOLET, Race 6 DANDALUP DUSTY, Race 10 FREDDO MONELLI.

STEWARDS ADVICE: The following greyhounds had pre-race swabs taken this evening TWICE AS WICKED (Race 3) and SHAKEY SHAKE (Race 8).

The Stewards extended kennelling to accommodate trainers arriving via Roe Highway, as there had been an accident causing heavy traffic congestion. Kennels closed at 5.55pm.

Race 1 - Maiden/Country/380 - Maiden - 6:31 PM
(380M): STURMFREI, MISS HOPE & MIXED UP MOMENT began quickly. LEO THE GOOSE began slowly. HIGH HEAVEN & MIXED UP MOMENT collided on the first turn. LA MANTE & HIGH HEAVEN collided on the first turn. LA MANTE checked off the heels of HIGH HEAVEN on the first turn, LA MANTE lost ground. HIGH HEAVEN checked off the heels of MIXED UP MOMENT & collided with LEO THE GOOSE on the first turn. STURMFREI checked off the heels of MISS HOPE on the first turn. STURMFREI checked off the heels of MIXED UP MOMENT & collided with HIGH HEAVEN on the first turn. LA MANTE checked off the heels of STURMFREI in the back straight. LA MANTE checked off the heels of MISS HOPE approaching the home turn. SUBURBAN MAYHEM checked off the heels of LA MANTE & MISS HOPE on the home turn. LA MANTE & MISS HOPE collided on the home turn. MISS HOPE checked off the heels of LA MANTE in the home straight.

Race 2 - Novice/Country/380 - Novice - 6:52 PM
(380M): TOMMY TURBO began quickly. CROCODILE FLASH began slowly. WAGTAIL MAUDE checked off the heels of TRACK QUEEN soon after the start. LOVED UP MOMENT & TRACK QUEEN collided on the first turn. TRCK QUEEN & AUTUMN FALL collided on the first turn. AUTUMN FALL checked off the heels of FLYIN' RYAN on the first turn. CROCODILE FLASH checked off the heels of AUTUMN FALL on the first turn. LOVED UP MOMENT & FLYIN' RYAN collided in the back straight. WAGTAIL MAUDE tailed off in the back straight due to injury. TRACK QUEEN & AUTUMN FALL collided on the second turn. TRACK QUEEN checked off the heels of LOVED UP MOMENT on the home turn. AUTUMN FALL & CROCODILE FLASH collided on the home turn.

A post race veterinary examination revealed that WAGTAIL MAUDE had a Right Hindleg Gracilis M. Injury (Back M.) and a Right Hindleg Pectineus/Adductor Inj. (Groin) and has been stood down for 10 days.

Race 3 - Mixed 4/5/Country/380 - Mixed 4/5 - 7:12 PM
(520M): TWICE AS WICKED began quickly. EM'S LIL GEM & UNO LOZZA began slowly. FERNANDO STEALTH & SHE'S STARDUST collided soon after the start. FLASHTASTIC & HIGH DISTORTION collided soon after the start. FERNANDO STEALTH & SHE'S STARDUST collided on the first turn. FLASHTASTIC, EM'S LIL GEM & UNO LOZZA collided on the first turn, EM'S LIL GEM lost ground. SHE'S STARDUST, OLDMA TE AMY & HIGH DISTORTION collided on the first turn, HIGH DISTORTION lost ground. FLASHTASTIC, HIGH DISTORTION & UNO LOZZA collided several times in the back straight. SHE'S STARDUST & OLDMA TE AMY collided in the back straight. UNO LOZZA checked off the heels of OLDMA TE AMY & collided with HIGH DISTORTION on the second turn, HIGH DISTORTION lost ground. EM'S LIL GEM & UNO LOZZA collided on the second turn. EM'S LIL GEM checked off the heels of UNO LOZZA on the second turn.
Race 4 - Maiden/City/520 - Maiden - 7:35 PM
(520M): SUNSET INFERNO began quickly. DELUXE MODEL & BENTLEY MONELLI began slowly. ULTRA PERFORMER & RUSTY JACKHAMMER collided soon after the start. BENTLEY MONELLI checked off the heels of BEETLE MONELLI & collided with DELUXE MODEL soon after the start. DELUXE MODEL, BENTLEY MONELLI & ULTRA PERFORMER collided soon after the start. BENTLEY MONELLI checked off the heels of DELUXE MODEL soon after the start. MOLFETTA BOUND & RIPPIN' MANU collided soon after the start. SUNSET INFERNO checked off the heels of RIPPIN' MANU on the first turn. ULTRA PERFORMER checked off the heels of RUSTY JACKHAMMER on the first turn. BEETLE MONELLI & BENTLEY MONELLI collided on the first turn, BEETLE MONELLI lost ground. BENTLEY MONELLI checked off the heels of RUSTY JACKHAMMER & collided with ULTRA PERFORMER on the second turn. BEETLE MONELLI & BENTLEY MONELLI collided approaching the third turn, BEETLE MONELLI lost ground. SUNSET INFERNO & ULTRA PERFORMER collided on the third turn. ULTRA PERFORMER checked off the heels of RUSTY JACKHAMMER on the home turn.

Race 5 - Mixed 5/6/Country/520 - Mixed 5/6 - 7:54 PM
(520M): WEST ON VIOLET began quickly. BOXCAR BELLA & LAPTOP WIZARD began slowly. BIG DOVE & BOXCAR BELLA collided soon after the start. ROMARIO checked off the heels of KOONDOOLA MAN soon after the start. KOONDOOLA MAN, COOL COCO & LAPTOP WIZARD collided on the first turn. BIG DOVE checked off the heels of WEST ON VIOLET on the first turn. ROMARIO checked off the heels of BIG DOVE in the back straight.

Race 6 - Novice/City/520 (1) - Novice - 8:15 PM
(520M): HOSTILE GUESS began quickly. AMAZING FUN & BUSHMAN'S SWAG began slowly. BURNT STAR & AMAZING FUN collided soon after the start. DANDALUP DUSTY & UNO CARLA collided soon after the start. UNO CARLA, BURNT STAR, AMAZING FUN & BUSHMAN'S SWAG collided approaching the first turn. AMAZING FUN galloped on the heels of BUSHMAN'S SWAG approaching the first turn. BURNT STAR checked off the heels of BUSHMAN'S SWAG & collided heavily with AMAZING FUN approaching the first turn, BURNT STAR & AMAZING FUN lost ground. HOSTILE GUESS & ROLO MONELLI collided heavily on the first turn. DANDALUP DUSTY & UNO CARLA collided on the first turn. BURNT STAR checked off the heels of AMAZING FUN on the second turn, BURNT STAR lost ground. UNO CARLA & ROLO MONELLI collided approaching the third turn. UNO CALRA & BUSHMAN'S SWAG collided on the third turn. UNO CALRA checked off the heels of BUSHMAN'S SWAG approaching the home turn.

A post race veterinary examination revealed that BURNT STAR had a Right Hindleg Sartorius M. Injury (Pencil/Whip) and a Right Hindleg Gastrocnemius M. Injury (Calf) and has been stood down for 7 days. AMAZING FUN was examined by the course Veterinary Surgeon and no apparent injury was reported.

Race 7 - Free For All (s)/Country/380 - Free For All (s) - 8:30 PM
(380M): GO GETTEM JINGLE, COMMANDER JAYJAY & SIMPLY SOPHIE began quickly. NAIQAMA & HELLO HARRY began slowly, HELLO HARRY & DISCOUNTER collided soon after the start. NAIQAMA checked off the heels of NOBELIUM soon after the start. GO GETTEM JINGLE & NOBELIUM collided soon after the start. HELLO HARRY & DISCOUNTER collided on the first turn, both lost ground. NOBELIUM checked off the heels of COMMANDER JAYJAY on the first turn. COMMANDER JAYJAY & SIMPLY SOPHIE collided on the first turn. HELLO HARRY checked off the heels of DISCOUNTER on the first turn. COMMANDER JAYJAY checked off the heels of NOBELIUM on the second turn. HELLO HARRY raced wide approaching the home turn and on the home turn.

DISCOUNTER was examined by the course Veterinary Surgeon and no apparent injury was reported.

Race 8 - Mixed 4/5/Provincial/520 - Mixed 4/5 - 8:49 PM
(520M): HELLO CODY & AZZURRA QUE began quickly. FLAKE MONELLI & VENUS AND MARS began slowly. FLAKE MONELLI stumbled soon after the start. HELLO CODY. SHAKEY SHAKE & LOTTIE DENO collided on the first turn. FLAKE MONELLI & FERNANDO'S JEWEL collided on the first turn. HELLO CODY & LOTTIE DENO collided at the catching pen. LOTTIE DENO checked off the heels of HELLO CODY on the second turn. HELLO CODY & LOTTIE DENO collided on the third turn. FLAKE MONELLI & VENUS AND MARS collided approaching the home turn.

Race 9 - Mixed 4/5 (mid Dist)/Country/600 - Mixed 4/5 (mid Dist) - 9:11 PM
MOSSIMO BALE, JETTA JAM & HELLO I'M STEELO began quickly. GO GETTEM NIRTO began slowly. MOSSIMO BALE & JETTA JAM collided approaching the first turn. JETTA JAM checked off the heels of HELLO I'M STEELO approaching the first turn. MOSSIMO BALE & HELLO I'M STEELO collided on the second turn. WERNER BALE & HELLO I'M STEELO collided approaching the home turn. WERNER BALE checked off the heels of MOSSIMO BLAE on the home turn.

Race 10 - Novice/City/520 (2) - Novice - 9:31 PM
(520M): FREDDO MONELLI began quickly. RASHFORD began slowly. IT'S A RIOT & SUNSET MILO collided soon after the start. SUNSET MILO & BUSHMAN'S PRIDE collided soon after the start. IT'S A RIOT checked off the heels of FREDDO MONELLI soon after the start. ME OLE CHINA checked off the heels of IT'S A RIOT approaching the first turn. ME OLE CHINA & BUSHMAN'S PRIDE collided on the first turn. RASHFORD shifted out and raced wide on the second turn. SUNSET MILO & BUSHMAN'S PRIDE collided on the home turn.

ME OLE CHINA was examined by the course Veterinary Surgeon and no apparent injury was reported.

Race 11 - Mixed 5/6/Country/380 - Mixed 5/6 - 9:46 PM
(380M): ADMIRAL NELSON, ANGELO KEEPING & MISS LULU began slowly. ANGELO KEEPING & MISS LULU collided soon after the start. ADMIRAL NELSON & ANGELO KEEPING collided on the first turn, ANGELO KEEPING lost ground. LOLLY KEEPING & WINLOCK SAL collided on the first turn. WILD AND FREE & TOO DARDY collided on the first turn. ADMIRAL NELSON galloped on the heels of WILD AND FREE on the first turn. MISS LULU galloped on the heels of ADMIRAL NELSON on the first turn, ADMIRAL NELSON stumbled, shifted out and lost ground. ADMIRAL NELSON raced wide in the back straight. WILD AND FREE & TOO DARDY collided approaching the second turn, WILD AND FREE lost ground. WILD AND FREE checked off the heels of TOO DARDY on the home turn.

ADMIRAL NELSON was examined by the course Veterinary Surgeon and no apparent injury was reported.

Race 12 - Mixed 5/6/Country/275 - Mixed 5/6 - 10:06 PM
(275M): PRECIOUS METAL & FUN AND GAMES began quickly. RED ELECTRICAL began slowly. NOT WITHOUT GAS & DYNA IGNIS collided soon after the start. NOT WITHOUT GAS & RED ELECTRICAL collided soon after the start. NOT WITHOUT GAS checked off the heels of PRECIOUS METAL on the first turn. RED ELECTRICAL checked off the heels of NOT WITHOUT GAS on the first turn. DYNA IGNIS tailed off due to injury on the first turn. JUDO & RED ELECTRICAL collided approaching the home turn. KONNICHIWA checked off the heels of IMPERIAL LI on the home turn. RED ELECTRICAL checked off the heels of JUDO in the home straight.

A post race veterinary examination revealed that DYNA IGNIS had a Left Hindleg Gracilis M. Injury (Back M.) and has been stood down for 28 days.

FINAL.